
Biography of Miles Jones

The summary in italics below is from his website, www.writingofgod.com. 
But I size him up as a highly anointed expert in: Hebrew language, ancient scripture 
manuscripts, and as researcher, writer, teacher, archaeologist, historian and speaker. 

His discoveries include:
 1.  proof that ancient Hebrew was the original language, origin of all the others.  
 2  evidence that torah-compliance is the key fast-track to success in every endeavor.
 3  the long-hidden Hebrew Gospels which shatters religious traditions.
  -the Gospels were first written in Hebrew, from which Greek translations  
    & additions were made.
  -the name of God is conclusively “Yahovah/Yehovah/Y’hovah.”
  -the word “torah” was replaced with the word “law.”
 4  rapid learning & memorizing techniques 
 5  development of a fun course on learning the Hebrew language, (best I’ve ever used!!!)
 6....and much more

Dr. Miles R. Jones is founder of the Institute for Accelerated Learning where he trains 
homeschoolers, parents, and teachers in the Jones Geniuses Accelerated Education 
curriculum he created. The unique accelerated program is the result of decades of research 
and practice in rapid learning. 

Dr. Jones served as Language Training Specialist for the U.S. Defense Language Institute; 
Professor of English at the Air Defense Academy in Sanaa, Yemen; Language Training 
Manager for Ford Motor Co. of Mexico; Reading and Research Consultant for World Book 
Encyclopedia; Accelerated Learning Specialist for Trajectoires Associees and Chief of 
Pedagogy for English at the Centre de Formation Apprentis in Paris, France. 

Dr. Jones taught in Dallas public schools for 6 years as a classroom teacher, served as Dean 
of Instruction at the Oak Cliff Charter Academy, and was Assistant Professor of Education 
at Texas A&M – Commerce.

Dr. Jones graduated from The University of Texas at Austin with a doctorate in foreign 
language education specializing in accelerated learning. He has a Masters degree in bilingual 
education and a Bachelors in languages and linguistics from Antioch University. He is the 
author of numerous texts, tapes, films, and articles on rapid learning, language acquisition, 
memory training, literacy, speed-reading, mathematics and school reform.


